
the Scotland walk, the US volumes
include DC, Maine, Arizona, New
Mexico and Ohio.

Eighteen cards in each set of the 
original 7 volumes were printed in
2001. In 2006, the new volumes
printed contain 21 cards in each set.

Open edition up to 100 of the 
original 7 volumes and edition up to
25 for the new volumes, unnumbered
and unsigned.

10.5 cm x 10.25 cm, packaging: plastic jewel case.
$ 25 US each (7 original Volumes) / $ 30 US each (new volumes)

For more information or to order a copy of the volumes, please email:
llevergneux@neo.rr.com

City Shields can be viewed at:
www3.sympatico.ca/louise.levergneux/Cityinfo.html

Other artists’ books by Louise Levergneux can be viewed at:
http://www3.sympatico.ca/louise.levergneux/index.htm

Andrés Gatti, a Chilean artist, has been working on a new series of
books made in relation to the face/portrait as a collection. 
For information email: idio_mas@mi.cl

Parasitic Ventures Press is pleased to announce the launch of five
new books:

Daniel Cockburn, Visible Vocals.
2 perfectbound 'letter-sized' volumes, each 160 pages, with audio CD.
In March 2005, Daniel Cockburn presented a typing performance as
his contribution to a night of performance art by video artists (Feats,
might, curated by Alissa Firth-Eagland, presented by Fado and the
Museum of Contemporary Canadian Art). This set of two books and
one CD is a collaboration between Cockburn and the Press which
attempts to replicate the performance in book form.

Herman Melville, Four percent of Moby Dick.
1 perfectbound volume, 284 pages, 6x9 inch trim.
A critical edition of Moby Dick, as edited by the Press. This version of
the text is particularly good at underscoring the various subtexts that
interweave the main narrative.

Daniel Olson, Notes on the Book.
Letterpress printed on fabriano ingres, a 16 page unbound book in
case. This book consists of a compilation of the indexing system 
used in Henry Petroski’s Book on the Bookshelf. In the process, each
chapter is distilled to a single page. Letterpress printed at the Banff
Centre in 2006.

Marcel Proust, All the Names of ‘In search of lost time’.
2 perfect bound volumes, each 568 pages, 6x9 inch trim.
As with our Melville, this two volume critical edition keys in on the
central themes in Proust's In search of lost time. Please note: this
English language edition is based upon the Scott-Moncrieff
translation.

Sandra Rechico, whereabouts.
1 perfectbound volume; 96 pages, 7.5 inch square trim.
Rechico has been working with ideas of navigation and mapping for
over ten years. whereabouts is a series of documentary drawings
which trace paths taken by the artist over the course of 2004. (Also
available is a hand-bound, fine-press edition of the book in an edition
of ten.)

Parasitic Ventures Press is devoted to artist books. Using appropriate
technologies, we foster projects which engage with contemporary
social issues through critically engaged practices. Our books range
from limited edition fine press editions, through to inexpensively 
produced print projects and internet distributed electronic 
documents.

The press has been variably active over the past fifteen years.
Initially established in Montreal, the press has been located over a
wide geographic range, including Saskatoon, Washington, Rochester,
& Amsterdam. The press is currently located in Toronto, Ontario.

Parasitic Ventures Press would like to thank Art Metropole for their
continued support, and the Toronto Arts Council and the Ontario
Arts Council for help in seeing these books through to print.
More information on the press is available at:
www.parasiticventurespress.com
contact: mail@parasiticventurespress.com

Nowt Press is a new imprint which was launched with the 
publication of ‘New and Accurate Maps of the World volume 1’, by
Robert Galeta and Steve Hanson. A second publication, ‘Beyond
Retro’, is now ready. It is in an edition of 50 copies, priced at £3
each, plus £1 p+p in the UK. Nowt Press is currently planning anoth-
er book called ‘The Price of an Education’ and a volume of Ken
Sparn’s poetry. Contact steven.hanson@virgin.net and see 
www.c-floorintheory.co.uk
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